
ASIMOB is the AI & IoT company for the development of advanced mobility services. We develop the 
Autonomous Road Inspector, to monitor and analyse the road assets and conditions, automatically 
and digitally, thanks to Computer Vision models and Data Analysis. The monitoring of permanent and 
temporary (i.e. roadworks) road signage, safety barriers, lane markings and early detection and evaluation 
of irregularities in the road surface is automatically applied thank to our solution. We also help to OEMs and 
Road Authorities in the adaptation of the road physical infrastructure for the deployment of autonomous 
vehicles.

Contact: ibon.arechalde@asimob.es 
Website: www.asimob.es/en

With the new fiscal rules for company cars that came into effect on July 1, 2023, company fleets are 
undergoing a significant transformation. Electric company cars are no longer just a vision; they are now 
a reality. Ethias Lease has developed a solution to address all the challenges that companies and users 
face during this transition. We are here to provide clear and comprehensive answers, offer high-quality 
and customized support, and assist in managing both the fleet and infrastructure.

Contact: erwin.ollivier@ethias.be
Website: www.ethias.be/ethiaslease

Pendel’s vision is to complement public transport by providing the next-gen of demand-responsive 
transport - with automated shuttles. We enable Public Transport Operators to cut costs, expand their 
service areas and improve the value of public transport for passengers. We do this by both delivering the 
DRT service as such and by providing the necessary public-private partnership, all in a turnkey solution.

Contact: g.mertens@pendelmobility.com
Website: www.pendelmobility.com
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Since the 60s, Ginion Group has been active in the leisure car world. Today, we focus on the leisure car 
world and the lifestyle which revolves around it. Ginion Group also invests in projects with the aim of 
creating better ways to live life to the fullest. Our mobility division support companies in transforming 
their car fleets and their car policies for the better. It’s often easier to ask someone outside the company 
to make these changes and this is why GMS exists.

Contact: charly.raisiere@gms-mobility.com 
Website: www.giniongroup.be

Skip the hassle and enjoy the ride: rent your stroller on the go. The Strollo redefines how strollers are 
designed and used. Anyone can rent a Strollo quickly and easily through an extensive network of pick-
up and drop-off points at the bus, tram, or train stations, tourism centers, or other strategic locations 
in and around the city. The Strollo is designed to be sustainable and circular, with low production costs 
and long service life. It is made of sturdy, 100% recyclable materials and is easy to repair thanks to the 
interchangeable parts.

Contact: kristof@strollo.be
Website: www.strollo.be 

Big data location intelligence made simple for no-code analysts. Easily analyze our dynamic world 
using self-service location analytics. Why xyzt.ai? We go beyond simple data visualization and provide 
advanced analytics and insights at scale. Traditional location data analytics solutions are reaching their 
limits due to the vast amount of data being tracked. A core focus on data-driven analytics powered by 
Artificial Intelligence brings new opportunities for insight generation.

Contact: lida.joly@xyzt.ai
Website: www.xyzt.ai 
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